
Preamble

The following PowerPoint presentation was delivered at an Open 

House on November 7 as a tool to help explain the Accelerated 

Destination Development and Design (ADDD) pilot program process 

aimed at building sustainable community-based recreation and 

tourism in Stanley Bridge, Prince Edward Island.

(The ADDD process was created by iImagine as a derivative of the original 

Bouctouche Bay Eco-Tourism Lessons Learned program and the Sustainable Tourism 

Expansion Program – STEP). 
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Stanley Bridge Accelerated Destination 

Development and Design (ADDD) Open House
Thursday, November 7, 2019
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Creating Dynamic Places & 
Experiences for Local Citizens 

& Visitors



Open House Agenda

 Presentation.

 Questions, answers and comments.

 Complete comment and leave-behind sheet.
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What is ADDD?



What is ADDD?

 ADDD is a pilot program idea intended to address destination 

development issues and opportunities in a situation where 

previously-existing programs are not a good fit.

 At the same time, numerous other communities and 

destination areas are seeking custom-built or more tailored 

development models.

 Suffice it to say that Tourism Atlantic (ACOA) and partners 

are working to rationalize their suite of destination 

development programs.
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What is ADDD?

 ADDD is designed to deliver an initial sustainable community 
development strategy within approximately 100 days, whereas 
other models have taken a year or more to complete at 
significantly greater cost (this process began on September 19 
and we are nearing projection completion).

 ADDD focuses on the best practices associated with 
sustainable tourism community planning without over-taxing 
the program volunteers.
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iImagine’s Assignment



iImagine’s Assignment

• To assist the community in developing an initial sustainable 
tourism community development strategy.
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The ADDD Process



ADDD Working Group

• The ADDD Working Group of volunteers (including two 

co-chairs) has been working with iImagine to create an 

initial sustainable tourism community strategy that is also 

valuable and sensitive to local residents and businesses.
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The ADDD Process Schedule

 Session #1 – Thursday, September 19 including a Community 

Walkabout Exercise (Complete).

 Session #2 – Thursday, September 26 (Complete).

 Reverse Best Practices Workshop – Thursday, October 10 

(Complete).

 Design Charrette – Thursday, October 24 (Complete).

 Session #3 and Open House – Tonight.

 ADDD Concluding Session #4 – 5 pm – Thursday, November 

28 (including Holiday Season social).
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Design Charrette 

 The Glenn Group design charrette process provides the most 

meaningful and dynamic way for Stanley Bridge stakeholders 

to get involved in planning for destination development. The 

process provided a framework for creating a shared vision for 

your community. The result has been a series of broad new 

conceptual master plan approaches that can guide change and 

inform the next layer of detail – the more detailed Spatial 

Plan.
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New London Bay 



USP – Unique Selling Proposition

 Culturally-speaking, historically-speaking, environmentally-

thinking, what is or are Stanley Bridge’s USP’s?

 What are the elements which no competitor can mimic or take 

away from Stanley Bridge?
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New London Bay

 Stanley Bridge is first and foremost remarkable because of its 

relationship to New London Bay.
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New London Bay

 A scenic, complex watershed zone that is arguably equal in 

importance to virtually any other place on Prince Edward 

Island.

 The bay is virtually unrecognized in the context of Island 

tourism – and it is essentially inaccessible to most visitors – it 

is essentially a transient space.

 For residents, it lacks known, proven elements which can 

enhance their quality of life and enjoyment of the spaces.

 Developing appropriate recreation and tourism on the bay 

could serve as one of the Island’s primary and best sustainable 

spatial planning initiatives.
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New London Bay

These waterbodies are overseen by community groups 

- three in particular effect New London Bay.

 Kensington North Watershed Association.

 Trout River Environmental Committee.

 Hunter Clyde Watershed Group (in part).

 Each of those groups above is a member of The PEI 

Watershed Alliance.
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http://www.troutriverec.org/
http://www.troutriverec.org/
http://hcwg.editme.com/


New London Bay

Cavendish Sandspit – (Source: Parks Canada)

 The Cavendish Sandspit is special part of the coastal 

ecosystem within the P.E.I. National Park of Canada, a 5-km 

stretch of uninterrupted beach which supports an array of 

wildlife with a unique separation from high levels of human 

activity. The dunes and associated beach found on the sandspit 

provide habitat for feeding, protection, and nesting for a 

variety of wildlife species. 
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New London Bay

Cavendish Sandspit – (Source: Parks Canada)

 This entire sandspit is gazetted critical habitat for the 

Endangered Piping Plover, a shorebird that migrates to the 

shores of Prince Edward Island each spring to reproduce and 

raise their young until they are large enough to return south 

for the winter. Additionally, the sandspit provides nesting 

habitat for Bank Swallows (Threatened) as well as staging 

grounds for feeding for migrating Red Knot (Endangered). 
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New London Bay

Cavendish Sandspit – (Source: Parks Canada)
 Species found on the Cavendish sandspit (please note this list 

is not exhaustive):
-Piping Plover
-Red Knot
-Bank Swallow
-Great Blue Heron
-Lesser Yellowlegs
-Greater Yellowlegs
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New London Bay

Cavendish Sandspit – (Source: Parks Canada)
 Species found on the Cavendish sandspit (please note this list 

is not exhaustive):
-Whimbrel
-Semipalmated Piping Plover
-Willet
-Sanderlings
-Black-bellied Plover
-Least Sandpiper
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New London Bay

Cavendish Sandspit – (Source: Parks Canada)
 Species found on the Cavendish sandspit (please note this list 

is not exhaustive):
-Semipalmated Sandpiper
-Spotted Sandpiper
-Ruddy turnstone
-Dowitchers
-Cormorants
-Common Terns
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New London Bay

Cavendish Sandspit – (Source: Parks Canada)
 Species found on the Cavendish sandspit (please note this list 

is not exhaustive):
-Caspian Terns
-Arctic Terns
-Gull species
-Northern Harrier
-Bald Eagle
-Osprey
-American Kestrel
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New London Bay

Cavendish Sandspit – (Source: Parks Canada)
 Species found on the Cavendish sandspit (please note this list 

is not exhaustive):
-Merlin
-Raven
-Crow
-Coyote
-Red fox
-Raccoon
-Mink
-Variety of rodents
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New London Bay

Cavendish Sandspit – (Source: Parks Canada)

 The surrounding New London Bay and the Gulf of St. 

Lawrence are known to support a variety of species (molluscs, 

fishes, sea birds, marine mammals, aquatic vegetation, etc.), 

including the American Eel which has been assessed by the 

Committee on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada 

(COSEWIC) as a Threatened species. 
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Preliminary Thinking Through the 

ADDD Process



Core Principles

 Any plan for Stanley Bridge must be sensitive to both the 

tangible and intangible aspects of tourism.

 Any plan for Stanley Bridge must be sensitive to the needs 

and aspirations of local residents and businesses.
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Design Charrette Concept A

Concept A – ‘Plan on the Bay’ Priority Initiatives 

 Eco-friendly and Nature Based.

 Passive.

 Preserve the Quality of Life.
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Design Charrette Concept A

Concept A – ‘Plan on the Bay’ Priority Initiatives 

Strolling and Walking

◦ Boardwalk and pathways which provide relief from the 

road.

◦ Light posts, hanging baskets, benches with carriage motif.

◦ Create trail behind cemetery instead of roadside.

◦ Integrate viewing points.

◦ Picnic tables.

◦ Pathway/Sidewalk to have meandering alignment.

◦ Bike racks.
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Design Charrette Concept A

Concept A – ‘Plan on the Bay’ Priority Initiatives 
Marina

◦ Beach-goers need access to the water – separate from 
fishermen – separate entry.

◦ Potential for food trucks.

◦ Need to accommodate all vehicle types including RV’s.

◦ Designated slips/tie up areas for people visiting from the 
water.

◦ Clear signage and wayfinding which welcomes, directs and 
controls vehicular and people movement.
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Design Charrette Concept A

Concept A – ‘Plan on the Bay’ Priority Initiatives 
Roundabout Corner

◦ Central point to boardwalk and trails.

◦ Create a family zone.

◦ Natural materials in creating a first-class playground.

◦ Parking.

◦ Small shops.

◦ Accessibility minded.

◦ Lighting for evening use.
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Design Charrette Concept A

Concept A – ‘Plan on the Bay’ Priority Initiatives 

Signage and Signage

◦ Welcome/arrival signage.

◦ Create a suitable, unique motif (oysters, mussels, ship’s 

wheel, anchor, industrial carriage-making, harness-making).
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Design Charrette Concept A

Concept A – ‘Plan on the Bay’ Priority Initiatives 
Retail Corridor

◦ Help existing entities understand and embark on more in-
demand retail potential (e.g. Carr’s, Stanley Bridge Heritage 
Centre).

◦ Create one or more retail incubator spaces.

◦ Create signature Stanley Bridge merchandise.

◦ Coordinate services and operational hours.
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Design Charrette Concept B

Concept B – ‘Bow Tie’ Priority Initiatives 
Stanley Bridge Walkabout
◦ Wayfinding – Landmarks, Signage, Markers.
◦ Potential for a shellfish theme.
◦ Platforms for viewing nature and the bay.
◦ Cultural sculptures of past & present industries.
◦ ‘Mud Diggers’ cove, photo ops, use of shells.
◦ ‘Bumble Bee’ road access to this heritage road.
◦ Anderson Creek Watershed – Community Trail potential 

link to private property.
◦ Ensure bridge redesign includes pedestrian access.
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Design Charrette Concept B

Concept B – ‘Bow Tie’ Priority Initiatives 
Marina Destination Redevelopment

◦ Improve signage and wayfinding based on the principle that 
there are both a working harbour and touristic assets.

◦ Pave the parking lot.

◦ Hub – Fish Market with tank/touch pool.

◦ Accentuate building architecture to improve exposure.

◦ Re-stimulate entrepreneurship in retail/food spaces.

◦ Encourage aquatic rentals for water play.

◦ Create more clear and better access to beach
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Design Charrette Concept B

Concept B – ‘Bow Tie’ Priority Initiatives

The Stanley Bridge Centre

◦ Complete capital refinements.

◦ Rear-property viewing platform of the river and bridge.

◦ Interpretive installations both inside & outside.

◦ Establish viable monetized activities (food and retail).
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Design Charrette Concept B

Concept B – ‘Bow Tie’ Priority Initiatives 

Delaney Corner (Roundabout) Development

◦ Promote commercial opportunity to create building façade 

along highway.

◦ Include potential for senior housing.

◦ Consider the idea of coastal architecture.

◦ High potential for development at each quadrant of the 

intersection.
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Design Charrette Concept B

Concept B – ‘Bow Tie’ Priority Initiatives 

Experiential Tourism

◦ Shellfish interpretation, more deep-sea-fishing.

◦ Shell fish outdoor artworks.

◦ Revitalize and rebrand the Manor of Birds.
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Stanley Bridge Heritage Centre

Stanley Bridge Heritage Centre
The Social Side of  the North Shore
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Stanley Bridge Heritage Centre

New Integrated Business Plan, Financial Projections 

and Succession Plan

◦ Scenic viewing deck.

◦ Outdoor metal sculpture heritage-industrial exhibit.

◦ The Church Social Café and Curiosities.

◦ Indoor interpretation of Stanley Bridge history and heritage.

◦ Music and storytelling events.

◦ Seasonal Saturday Farm Market.
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The Next Step: 

Detailed Spatial Planning



Professional Spatial Planning

 Stanley Bridge is in serious need of a simple, accurately 

costed spatial plan which takes advantage of all of the area’s 

natural assets while complimenting existing businesses and 

setting the stage for new investment.
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Core Principles

 Any plan for Stanley Bridge must be sensitive to both the 

tangible and intangible aspects of tourism.

 Any plan for Stanley Bridge must be sensitive to the needs 

and aspirations of local residents and businesses.
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Professional Spatial Planning

Probable Spatial Plan Scope of Work
 Adopt thematic elements.
 Trail Network
◦ Identification of location and land ownership implications
◦ Selection of materials
◦ Illustration of appearance

 Viewing Opportunities
◦ Identification of location and land ownership implications
◦ Selection of materials
◦ Illustration of appearance
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Professional Spatial Planning

Probable Spatial Plan Scope of Work
 Signage System
◦ Identification of location and land ownership implications
◦ Illustration of appearance
◦ Wayfinding
◦ Entry
◦ Interpretive
◦ Other

 Interpretive Strategy
◦ Outline themes
◦ Recommend media to communicate the message
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Professional Spatial Planning

Probable Spatial Plan Scope of Work
 Nature
◦ Protection measures and enhancements

 Parking
◦ Recommend locations with supply, demand and 

enhancements/
 Streetscape
◦ Develop streetscape scheme from the roundabout to 

Campbellton Rd.
◦ Select materials
◦ Sketch appearance
◦ Design bridge enhancements
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Professional Spatial Planning

Probable Spatial Plan Scope of Work
 Marina
◦ Develop site plan for Marina
◦ Illustrate enhancements

 Development Opportunities
◦ Identify potential development sites and suggest schemes 

with site plans and illustrations
 Stanley Bridge Centre
◦ Develop site plan

 Swimming Rock Park
◦ Develop site plan
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Next Steps

Next Steps

 iImagine and the ADDD working group will complete the 

ADDD process through the creation of a summary report of 

all undertakings, findings and inputs.
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Next Steps

Next Steps

 The ADDD working group, in some form of consensus with 

the three levels of government, would make application to 

Central Development Corporation to move to the next level of 

work – a detailed spatial planning assignment.
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Please provide your input:

harv@harveysawler.com


